RST – Key Reinforcements at last….!
The Trust is highly honoured to have its first Patron, Colonel Edward Cowan OBE, a former
career officer in The Royal Scots Regiment, veteran of tours in Norway, Germany, Northern
Ireland, Bosnia and as Military Attache to the then Yugoslavia. The Colonel, a very
interested model rail builder, is now our liaison between The Royal Scots Regimental
Association and our Trust which dedicated its first completed carriage restoration to those
who suffered in the Quintinshill Rail catastrophe of May1915 which so afflicted the 1/7 Leith
Battalion on its way to Gallipoli.

Colonel Edward Cowan taking an interest in combat bridge building with the Yugoslavian Army
across the River Sava in 1990.

Here is our new Patron’s Life work……

Colonel Edward Cowan OBE – In His Own
Words....
To all members and supporters of the GCR Rolling Stock Trust
You have done me a great honour by asking me to be your Patron. I have been connected to
railways all my life. Born in Hertfordshire just before the onset of WW2 my nursery bedroom
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was in the attic of our house which my father had hoped to use for an ‘O’ gauge model
railway. Holes made by him for tunnels around its perimeter had had to be hastily filled in to
prevent drafts. He was a gifted model maker starting with LNWR carriages. He continued
with his hobby during WW2 even whilst manning anti-aircraft guns in the defence of
Liverpool. Later he converted to models of GNR carriages where the challenge, using poster
paints, was to create teak look-alike panels.
Before WW2 my father had worked in the family paper making business whose
manufacturing base was in Penicuik below the Pentland hills. Alexander Cowan and Sons
even had its own railway sidings with two of their own engines. One, aptly named ‘Penicuik’,
was saved from the scrap man and is stored on the Aln Valley Railway.

Preserved Penycuick 0-6-0T paper-works shunting locomotive preserved on Aln Valley – Photo –
Laurie Mulrine

My father later on during WW2 had travelled across the USA and afterwards viewed
America as the land of opportunity. My Scottish/Irish grandparents offered my father a job
helping to run their orange grove in Southern California. Accordingly, in July 1947 my
parents and I crossed the Atlantic in the RMS Queen Mary and boarded a splendid train with
our own sleeping compartment. Shunted round Chicago we continued west. Our train was
diverted to a longer route which was fine except that the air conditioning which depended on
air passed over ice gave up when the latter melted without replacement.
Sadly, our great plan failed and in little under a year we returned to the UK this time with
savings depleted. Our train journey to New York was aboard a communal carriage with straw
mattresses. The rail route took us south into Mexico for some way passing along a
perpendicular section giving rise to vertigo every time one looked out of a carriage window.
Boarding in New York the SS Continental, an ancient rust bucket of a liner, which took two
weeks to sail back to Plymouth I remember enjoying an afternoon in the noisy reciprocating
engine room.
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Voyage in style to USA by RMS Queen Mary but back again to UK in an ancient, long since scrapped
vessel

“SS Continental, an ancient rust bucket of a liner”
For my father a return to paper making held no allure so instead he joined the Eastern Region
of British Railways as a trainee signalman. Passing the course with flying colours he was sent
to the signal box at Woolmer Green where the East Coast route to London contracts from
four to two lines passing through two tunnels, Welwyn North Station and over Digswell
viaduct. Some of you may recall a BR poster by Terrance Cuneo entitled ‘The Early Shift’.

Angus Cowan – The Early Shift – as caught by Terrance Cuneo
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The signalman pulling off the home signal to allow a garter blue Gresley A4 on its way,
looks exactly like my father. However, after a few months he sought a less strenuous posting
which is why he moved to Watton-at -Stone. All of this is recorded in the book of ‘Angus
Cowan’s Railway Poems’ edited by myself, complete with ink sketches and explanatory
notes. (See cover with sketches ….)

Angus Cowan’s Railway Poems’ edited by myself, complete with ink sketches

During those years and on one occasion my father and I sitting on an embankment near
Knebworth witnessed the two now-preserved Great Northern Atlantics brought out of
retirement steaming by, probably on 27 September 1952

Train spotting to see the NRM-preserved GNR 4-4-0 Atlantics.......
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Some years later I went with my parents down to Brighton from where we spent a few hours
on the nascent Bluebell Railway, steaming in a two-carriage train from Sheffield Park to a
halt just outside Horsted Keynes, the latter then still in BR use for electric trains.
By the end of my father’s railway career in 1959 I had left school and passed out of
Sandhurst being commissioned into The Royal Scots (The Royal Regiment). This was very
much a family regiment, its depot being near to Penicuik, a number of Cowans having served
with the regiment in WW1, with some having lost their lives or being seriously wounded or
gassed. My first posting took me to Berlin to the 1st Battalion for a few weeks interrupted by a
skiing trip to the Hartz Mountains. To get there my party of soldiers and I travelled on the
daily train to West Germany. I was made OC Train with a special compartment to myself,
having to meet in the middle of the night a dodgy looking official from the Stasi dressed in
black - hat and all - to sign various documents down on the tracks at the East /West frontier,
between two red wheeled engines hissing steam and wreathed in smoke.
About a year later the battalion moved to Benghazi in Libya, not a country particularly noted
for its railways although the Italians had built two lines with more planned. One tram-like
narrow gauge route ran out of Benghazi and was still operating whilst the other from the
capital Tripoli had been closed completely carriages, trucks and engines rusting quietly in the
main station. Also, the British Eight Army had, for a time, operated an extended line from the
Egyptian border to Tobruk for resupply purposes. It appears in the film ‘The English Patient’
but by the time I got there only the ghostly outline of the former track remained imprinted on
the desert sands.
On returning to the UK in 1963 Janet, whom I had met in Tripoli, and I got married in
Dorset. The battalion, with me as signals officer, was called at short notice a few months later
to reinforce our troops in Aden taking part in operations against the rebellious tribesmen of
the Radfan mountains; a country without rails, dependent on helicopters, vehicles,
footslogging infantrymen and donkeys.
In 1966 the battalion moved back to Germany. Based in Osnabruck my busy role as Adjutant
did not leave much time for railway pursuits but steam was still in the ascendant. We would
even move the whole battalion, armoured vehicles and all, by train to exercise areas. One
engine bore the scars of war on its tender with patched holes. The fireman said ‘Das ist di
British Spitfires’.
Moving back to Sandhurst as a Captain instructor in 1967 trains played little part except for a
visit to the Longmore Military Railway on its final open day with its fleet of dark blue
locomotives and carriages. There, on one set of sidings, were several locomotives bought by
a variety of owners such as David Shepherd hoping that Longmore would provide a longterm home. That was not to be, MOD wishing to sell every last rail, sleeper and parcel of land
to make money for more proper Defence purposes.

That was not to be, MOD wishing to sell every last rail, sleeper and parcel of
land to make money
Although I had secured a place at the Army Staff College there was a period of several
months between leaving Sandhurst once more and going to Shrivenham so I returned to the
1st Battalion in 1970 for its first tour in Northern Ireland based in Belfast as the second in
command of a rifle company. This allowed escape every now and then in a Land Rover
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elsewhere around Belfast. Steam on the Northern Ireland railways had disappeared, with the
exception of four WT 2-6-4 tank engines (known as ‘tanks’) pulling day after day huge
wagons on the line from Larne to Belfast loaded with rocks for the building of Northern
Ireland’s first motorway. One survived the scrapman to become a mainstay of the steam fleet
preserved at Whitehead near Larne.

Turkish armed forces invaded the north of the island with The Royal Scots
defending
After the Staff College course, I returned with Janet and our family of four boys to Scotland
with a job in Edinburgh Castle followed by command of a rifle company in the 1st Battalion.
The latter posting turned out to be much more exciting starting in Norway and going on to
Cyprus in 1974. We had been there scarcely two months when an EOKA inspired
coup d’etat took place supported by the Greek Colonels’ regime in Athens. Five days later
the Turkish armed forces invaded the north of the island with The Royal Scots defending the
British controlled Western Sovereign Base area. To be honest the wives and children saw
more enemy action than the men. Our Limassol flat had bullet holes through one of the
children’s windows and all the British families there had to be evacuated to the Western
Sovereign Base Area. After nine months we returned to Scotland and then prepared for a sixmonth tour of duty in South Armagh. Because my company was tasked with keeping the
Crossmaglen area under control, which was reputed to be the most dangerous part of
Northern Ireland, we were given a good six months of preparatory training time. In order to
get everyone fit I decided that time spent trekking across the Highlands of Scotland would be
a sound investment. This required reconnaissance to check out an adventurous training camp
run by a former SAS corporal who had rowed the Atlantic single handed so I caught a train
up the West Highland line to Mallaig only for the diesel engine to catch fire near Bridge of
Orchy. It took only three hours for the fire brigade to arrive!
Railways had, with one exception, disappeared from South Armagh. The exception was the
main Dublin Belfast line which PIRA enjoyed threatening with bombs and hoaxes on regular
occasions. Later in 1982 by which time I was commanding a battalion of the Ulster Defence
Regiment based in East Belfast I remember patrolling the line out of the city to Bangor
walking along the track before morning trains began running to check that all was clear. On a
lighter note I had made friends with someone who had contributed financially to the
renovation of the old Directors’ teak saloon of the Great Northern Railway of Ireland. I
joined him on its first post renovation outing sitting all the way from York Street to Portrush
in wicker chairs eating a delicious picnic.
On the return journey our 4-4-0 engine Slieve Gullion running tender first kept swinging
about in a most dangerous manner as it chased along at about fifty miles an hour. Later I had
another trip behind its more modern companion Merlin both painted in the very attractive
light blue of the GNR(I). On the way out of Belfast it had had some difficulty with adhesion
on the little used wet rust rails of the line to Antrim. Now that route is once more a main line
in constant use.

Slieve Gullion running tender first kept swinging about in a most dangerous
manner
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Preserved Irish “Sleive Gullian” 4-4-0 steam locomotive on special run to Portrush.....

After Northern Ireland Janet and I took a posting to Nigeria where the UK had a training
team at their staff college. I was not sure that our efforts were of much use except in possibly
making the Nigerian Military slightly more efficient at organising military coups. The
country has a railway network for which the British in former times had provided steam
engines and rolling stock. By 1983 the system was definitely past its best, reliant upon French
diesel traction, not always kept in the best mechanical condition. However, the remains of its
steam age were to be found in sheds and yards more especially at a place
called Kafanchan where the rusting remains of several dozen River Class engines sat on weed
blown sidings.

While still in steam no.137 “River Rowonz” near Port Hartcourt – before abandonment…..
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Here one day over several hours I painted two water colours of an engine and a steam crane
still in operational condition for a friend of mine who had already made off with a River
Class name plate, a practice I did not approve.

One of these was the spectacular route through the mountains of Montenegro
My military career concluded with my appointment as British Defence Attache to Yugoslavia
in 1987. The father of a lady who worked for me in the Embassy in Belgrade had been the
Minister in the last Royalist government before WW2 responsible for Yugoslavia’s railways
– then a mixture of standard and narrow-gauge lines. When Marshal Tito assumed total
power in 1945 he set about bringing the disparate parts of his country together with the
construction of more standard gauge railways. One of these was the spectacular route built
through the mountains of Montenegro to the Adriatic Sea from Belgrade.

The Bar to Belgrade line through the mountains – built for Tito – Photo –Google. CBe3k Shuttle

Young people would be dragooned into joining the labour force as ‘volunteer’ labour to carry
out their patriotic duty during holidays and conscripted service. This particular line was built
in stages and not completed until 1976.

Came to a sudden halt after passing through its longest tunnel because the
brakes had caught fire
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In 1989 shortly before I returned to the UK Janet and I were nominated to represent Her
Majesty The Queen, at the reburial of King Nikola Petrovic and Queen Milena of
Montenegro. They had died in exile in Italy and so their remains had been exhumed and
brought across the Adriatic to the port of Bar. We travelled to Bar on the line described
above. Our train came to a sudden halt after passing through its longest tunnel because the
brakes had caught fire. This was put out by a couple of railway staff equipped with handheld
extinguishers and so we continued on to Bar.

Our new Patron – Colonel Edward Cowan OBE, The Royal Scots (The Royal Regiment) when British
Military Attache to the former Yugoslavia – Courtesy the Author

On a second occasion, after I had retired from the Army, we made the same journey in the
opposite direction in four carriages which were originally part of Tito’s Blue train. (One of
Tito’s original blue JZ class 11 4-8-0s sits on a piece of isolated track outside a station in
Belgrade).
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The late Marshall Tito’s Blue Train serving Bar to Belgrade.....

Our special carriages were attached to the ordinary daily train from Bar to Belgrade. One of
them had been constructed for a state visit made by Her Majesty The Queen to Yugoslavia so
we enjoyed viewing all the photographs in the carriage recording this historic occasion which
a Black Watch predecessor of mine had helped to organise.

This is Austria – another avid user of the massive Kriegslok class 33 in action

In conclusion I recommend railway visits to the former Yugoslavia which will not cost you
an arm and a leg. Inside knowledge is an obvious advantage but maybe your new patron can
help in that regard! How about seeing a real Kriegslok class 33 in action in Bosnia now, for
example?
ENDS
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